
FEATURES 

 
uvex i-vo, the „eye-volution” in protective eye-
wear. When it comes to comfort and looks, i-vo 
does not compromise, making these spectacles 
incredibly popular among wearers. They are not 
only uncompromisingly safe but also excellent in 
terms of comfort and design. This is guaranteed 
because of uvex’s duo component technology, 
which ensures that the spectacles not only tough, 
but also smart. Soft components around the sen-
sitive parts of the face (nose, forehead, ears) 
guarantee permanent maximum comfort  
 
Compatibility with other PPE will be subject to a 
number of variable factors which requires em-
ployer & end user to conduct an appropriate se-
lection depending on individual needs.  

Uvex i-vo 

DESCRIPTION 

 Comfort and design without compromise 

 Spectacles provide maximum wearer com-
fort  

 uvex duo component technology – com-
bines hard and soft components for maxi-
mum wearer comfort 

 Soft components around the sensitive parts 
of the face (ears, forehead, nose) 

 Available with fully adjustable side arms 
enables the wearer to achieve an individual 
fit  
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Specifications subject to change without prior notice 

uvex  i-vo Protective Eyewear 

Use limitations 

 Never modify or alter this product 

 Do not use this product against hazards other than those specified 

 In accordance with EN166:2001 safety spectacles cannot be tested & approved for use against liquid droplets. Where liquid pro-

tection is specified a suitable product should be considered, for example safety goggles. 

  
9160 065  i-vo blue/orange frame,  + 
lens PC clear,  optidur NCH 

  
9160 365  i-vo blue/orange frame,  
+ lens PC clear, supravision NCH 

  
9160 045  i-vo Black/green frame 
= lens PC grey, welding shade 5, 
infradur AF 

9160 064 

 supravision NCH 
Lenses coated with supravision NCH combine the advan-
tages of optidur NCH and optidur 4C PLUS. They are 
scratch-resistant and non-fogging on the inside, while the 
outside is extremely scratchproof, resistant to chemicals 
and very easy to clean thanks to nano-technology, resulting 
in a top-class coating  

Advanced coating systems 

Nothing is more important than people’s safety at work. That’s why uvex invests 
so heavily in the continuous research and development of its products and 
technologies. We can already see our efforts paying dividends in the form of 
three new intelligent coating systems, which work actively to provide a solution 
for every challenge. Yet more proof of uvex’s innovative power and coating 
expertise. 

 infradur AF 
infradur AF grey welding protection filter lenses afford pro-
tection from UV and IR light while maintaining perfect colour 
recognition in accordance with EN 172. Guaranteed perma-
nent anti-fogging properties on the inside and extreme 
scratch-resistance on the outside, which keeps damage 
from welding sparks to an absolute minimum.  

 optidur NCH 
Lenses coated with optidur NCH are extremely scratch-
resistant and are also highly resistant to chemicals. The 
lacquer system features nano technology, considerably 
increasing its non-stick properties. As a result, water-based 
and oily marks can be removed effortlessly  


